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Supplementary information regarding the modeling and estimation of access and 

navigation effects 

The effect of test preference reflects a comparison of individuals who hold different test 

preferences, but are comparable on other variables (sociodemographics, perceptions, and test 

access and navigation). Similarly, the impact of test access refers to a comparison of individuals 

with mailed access to one or both tests versus those with usual care access (all other factors 

being comparable). And finally, the impact of navigation reflects a comparison of individuals 

who are provided navigation for one or both tests versus those who do not receive any navigation 

(all other factors being comparable).  Omitting the covariates, our main model for overall 

screening was 

     logit(π) = β0 + β1*PFIT + β2*PCX + β3*AFITCX + β4*NFITCX + β5*AFIT*NFIT + β6* ACX*NCX  

where PFIT (1 if FIT preference, 0 otherwise) and PCX (1 if CX preference, 0 otherwise) are 

indicator terms for preference, with equal FIT/CX preference being the referent category, 

 AFITCX is a term for mailed FIT kit and CX number, 

 NFITCX is a term for navigation for FIT and CX,  

 AFIT is a term for mailed FIT kit,  

 NFIT is a term for navigation for FIT, 

 ACX is a term for mailed CX number, and  

 NCX is a term for navigation for CX. 

 In our study, we could not separate access and navigation effects for single tests, as 

single tests always occurred together by design and hence were perfectly collinear: FIT access 

and navigation among the same 52 participants, and CX access and navigation among the same 

135 participants (both in the TNI group, Table 2, rows 7 and 9). Therefore, for single tests (FIT 
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alone or CX alone), the model included the access-by-navigation interaction terms (AFIT*NFIT 

and ACX*NCX) without their corresponding main effects. 

 Our main objective was the estimation of the independent effects of access and 

navigation when they involved both FIT and CX at the same time (β3 for AFITCX and β4 for 

NFITCX). The access effect on screening (AFITCX) was estimable among all three preference 

categories (prefer FIT, equal FIT/CX preference, or prefer CX), and therefore we could also test 

a possible interaction between preference and access via the addition of two interaction terms 

(PFIT*AFITCX and PCX*AFITCX). In contrast, the navigation effect (NFITCX) was estimable only 

among participants with an equal FIT/CX preference, and therefore we could not assess any 

interaction between preference and navigation.  

 Finally, we estimated the tailoring effect, i.e., the contrast between a hypothetical 

intervention that would provide access and navigation for both tests to all individuals, 

irrespective of preference, versus the TNI study intervention that provided access and navigation 

only for the preferred test (s). The two strategies are identical by design among individuals with 

equal FIT/CX preference, but the projected tailoring effect is equal to β3+β4-β5 among 

individuals who prefer FIT and β3+β4-β6 among individuals who prefer CX. 

 


